Robotise’s mission is to introduce service robots into people‘s everyday lives.
We are a fast-paced and dynamic robotics start-up based in Munich,
Germany. We have clients, the right product and prototypes of our service
robots already deployed at customer sites. In the process of growing our team
of passionate, self-driven individuals, we seek an entrepreneurial minded
team member for the role of:

Robot Navigation – Intern / Working Student
Our
Search:

Are you inspired by innovation? Is problem solving through teamwork in your DNA?
Do you like the idea of seeing how your work impacts the bigger picture? Answer yes to
any of these and you’ll fit right in here at Robotise.
We at Robotise will give you the tools and support you need to innovate with us in ways
that are rewarding, fulfilling and fun.

Your
Profile:

- BS/MS/PhD studies in Computer Science, Math, or other algorithmic-centric discipline
or equivalent experience
- Previous experience in robotics with focus on localization and mapping (SLAM);
robot control and navigation (local trajectory planning and execution)
- Passion for team work to build amazing robots that drive the next robotics evolution
- Close attention to detail; superior analytical, evaluative, and problem-solving abilities
- Fluent English required (oral and written); fluent German beneficial

Your
Benefits:

-

Location:

- New spacious office at „Campus der Ideen“ (www.neuebalan.de)
- In close proximity to public transport U2/U5, situated near “Ostbahnhof” in Munich
- Swimming pool in front, roof deck, BBQ area, fitness center in opposite building

Attractive and very fair salary (either on project basis or working hours)
Opportunity to pioneer in shaping the robotics future
Joining and shaping a start-up at a very early stage
Expanded responsibilities and freedom in action-taking
Flat hierarchies, a strong team-spirit and regular company events

If you are eager to join a dedicated and passionate team and to become an important part of creating the
future of Robotise, please forward your application including your possible start date via e-mail to
jobs@robotise.eu.
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